Dear Firuza,

Congratulations! Your paper proposal "Farmers perception on climate change in semi arid zone- a case study in XinJian and Zhangga Village, XunHua County, Qinghai Province (青海), People’s Republic of China " (Submission number 86) by Firuza M, Ibrahim Nather Khan, Ma Fu, Zhang Ming Ming, Huang Juncheng Juncheng, Xu Jianlong Jianlong, Ma Yuzhen Yuzhen, Zhang Shihua and Wu Qian Qian has been ACCEPTED for presentation at the SEAGA 2014 International Conference to be held in Siem Reap from 25 - 28 Nov 2014.

We would like to invite you to register for the event. Please visit http://www.seaga.info/events/forthcoming-events/seaga-2014/ to proceed with online registration. We also require all paper presenters to complete the registration process before we schedule the papers. The deadline for registration of paper presenters will be 1 September 2014.

The comments from the reviewers have been updated on easychair.org. Please log in to the paper submission system to read the comments and make all suggested changes. Your paper is accepted on the condition that you will address the issues raised by the reviewers. Similarly all submission revisions have to be made before 1 September 2014.

For the 2014 congress, SEAGA will be publishing online proceedings as with previous years. To this end we require an full paper submission for accepted proposals to be sent to SEAGA before 15 September 2014. If we do not receive your full paper by then, we will only publish you abstract.

Please use the EASYCHAIR system to upload your full papers and to make revisions to your abstract. Please DO NOT send them via email.

All submission will have to use the templates provided. There is no word limit on your full paper.

The submission should provide details on all the aims, methodology, findings, theoretical and educational significance of the research and references.

Due to the diversity of “geographies”, we have proposed three descriptions of the scope and nature of paper types below for your consideration in your full paper. These should only be use as guidelines in preparing your papers, and should your
work require an organisational format that differs from this, please do not feel limited by this.

Empirical paper
• Articulation of relevance to the conference theme/sub-themes
• Significance for theory, policy and practice
• Theoretical framework, conceptual rationale or pragmatic grounding
• Research method and design (research questions, context, participants, data sources, sampling, procedure, ethical issues)
• Clarity of results or preliminary results and conclusions
• References
• Overall quality and scientific originality

Theoretical paper
• Articulation of relevance to the conference theme/sub-themes
• Significance for theoretical debate
• Theoretical framework, conceptual rationale or pragmatic grounding
• Embeddedness in relevant literature
• Clarity and robustness of theoretical argument
• Overall quality and scientific originality

Best-practice paper
• Articulation of relevance to the conference theme/sub-themes
• Significance for theory, policy and practice
• Theoretical framework, conceptual rationale or pragmatic grounding
• Validation in domain of application (as research method, data collecting, research procedure, etc.)
• Overall quality & scientific originality

Sincerely,
Dr. Chew-Hung Chang
chewhung.chang@nie.edu.sg
on behalf of SEAGA 2014 Programme Committee.